
 Frost Commander ,  Frost Commander 
They are lost in the depths of pain
That endless ice-made maze
After many years of struggle,
they went too far
Now in swarming evil stream
Far away from the shadow keep
They are lost in the heart of chaos

And as light fills my eyes
I can finally see it straight
Though the horror it bears
I still got my debt to pay

Take controls as the pilot
of the Digalator heading to the north
Through the oceans of silence
Through the toll of the iceberg storm

On the edge of the darkness you can find death
But it's the only place, you will find the answer

I'm still alive, though they left me there
In this crystal cage, far beyond the golden light
But despite the death, all the creeping pain

Deep beneath the abyss of the nightmare you will find my

Eyes cold as ice
Burning in the darkness
And all I had lost in the dark dream unknown
The ice desert's vastness
is filling up my mind
Cause I...
I live for the ice, I live for the Eyes cold as ice
In the winter's dark night
And still there is hope, at the end of the dream
I will try to find him
I will pay this blood price
Cause I... I live for the Ice, I live for the ice

Behold your end traveler
This ice desert of endless cry
Feel the power of coldness
Leave the hope, it won't help you to survive

As the water freezes in your eyes, again
Verification Chamber is now your only chance

I'm still alive, though they have left me there
In this frozen,
lost crumbling kingdom sure to fall
They don't know I'm the one.
Look in to my eyes and you will see it all

Eyes cold as ice
Burning in darkness
And all I had lost in the dark dream unknown
The ice desserts vastness
is filling up my mind 'cause I,
I live for the ice, I live for the Eyes cold as ice



Eyes cold as ice
In the winter's dark night
And still there is hope, at the end of the dream
Maybe they will try
Maybe they will find us
Cause I... I live for the ice
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